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We show that a framework that integrates job assignment, human-capital
acquisition, and learning captures several empirical findings concerning wage and
promotion dynamics inside firms, including the following. First, real-wage de-
creases are not rare but demotions are. Second, wage increases are serially
correlated. Third, promotions are associated with large wage increases. Fourth,
wage increases at promotion are small relative to the difference between average
wages across levels of the job ladder. Fifth, workers who receive large wage
increases early in their stay at one level of the job ladder are promoted quickly to
the next.

I. INTRODUCTION

A recurrent theme in labor economics is that careers in
organizations deviate from the predictions of the standard theory
of competitive labor markets. Doeringer and Piore [1971], for
example, argue that wage rates are often more closely associated
with job assignments than with workers’ human-capital charac-
teristics. More recently, Medoff and Abraham [1980, 1981] and
Baker, Jensen, and Murphy [1988] have also presented evidence
on a variety of practices that seem at odds with the standard
competitive model. Continuing in this vein, recent papers by
Lazear [1992] and Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom [1994a, 1994b]
provide detailed empirical analyses of careers in particular firms.

In response to evidence presented by these and other authors
(discussed in more detail below), a literature has developed that
attempts to provide a theoretical foundation for several common
features of careers in organizations. We focus on three principal
approaches from this literature: job assignment, on-the-job human-
capital acquisition, and learning. Our paper integrates these
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three theoretical approaches in a natural fashion, in an attempt to
explain the main findings of the recent empirical literature. We
begin by giving brief descriptions of these three theoretical
approaches; see Gibbons and Waldman [1999] for a survey.

By the job-assignment literature we mean papers that inves-
tigate the assignment of workers to jobs when firms consist of a
variety of potential job assignments and there is full information
about workers and jobs. The models in this literature are typically
static and focus on the roles of comparative advantage and the
‘‘scale-of-operations’’ effect (i.e., the idea that workers with higher
ability should be assigned to jobs where decisions have an impact
over a larger scale of operations) in determining the equilibrium
assignment. For example, Sattinger [1975] considers a model
where comparative advantage is the determining factor, while
Rosen [1982] and Waldman [1984a] focus on the role of the
scale-of-operations effect. This literature has produced a number
of insights concerning the wage distribution both within and
across firms; see Sattinger [1993]. Because the models are static,
however, they do not provide direct explanations for wage and
promotion dynamics.

A second important perspective on careers in organizations
involves on-the-job human-capital acquisition. Since Becker [1964],
an extensive literature has developed the implications of on-the-
job human-capital acquisition for age-earnings profiles. Examples
include Ben-Porath’s [1967] analysis of how the incentive to invest
in human capital varies over a worker’s career and Hashimoto’s
[1981] analysis of the financing decision. More recently, a number
of authors have combined the human-capital perspective with
promotion and (in some cases) job assignment. For example, both
Carmichael [1983] and Prendergast [1993] show how promotion
can be used to provide incentives for efficient human-capital
acquisition, while Kahn and Huberman [1988] explore the role of
Up-or-Out contracts in providing such incentives.

A recent third literature investigates the role of learning. In
this approach, firms are uncertain about a worker’s ability when
the worker enters the labor force, but gradually learn about the
worker’s ability during his or her career. Such papers typically fall
into one of two categories. One set of papers assumes symmetric
learning; that is, any information generated about a worker’s
ability during the worker’s career is public information. Examples
include Harris and Holmstrom’s [1982] analysis of insurance,
Holmstrom’s [1982] model of career concerns, and Farber and
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Gibbons’ [1996] investigation of wage dynamics. The other cate-
gory is asymmetric learning. These papers assume that a worker’s
current employer receives better information about the worker’s
ability than do prospective employers. Examples include Green-
wald’s [1986] model of adverse selection in the labor market, the
analyses of Waldman [1984b, 1990], Ricart i Costa [1988], and
Bernhardt and Scoones [1993], in which promotions serve as a
signal of ability, and Gibbons and Katz’s [1991] application of the
adverse-selection and signaling approaches to data on the conse-
quences of layoffs versus plant closings.

In this paper we develop a model that integrates job assign-
ment, on-the-job human-capital acquisition, and learning.1 We
show that a framework that integrates these familiar ideas
captures a number of recent empirical findings concerning wage
and promotion dynamics inside firms, including but not limited to
many of those found in Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom (hereinafter,
BGH). In their study, BGH consider the ability of a variety of
theoretical approaches to explain their empirical findings. Consid-
ering the human-capital-acquisition and learning approaches
separately, they conclude that their empirical findings allow them
to reject both approaches as explanations for wage and promotion
practices in their firm. Our conclusion, in contrast, is that a model
that combines a number of existing approaches explains many of
BGH’s findings. Hence, rather than ruling out existing theoretical
approaches to wage and promotion practices inside firms, our
interpretation is that the BGH (and other) findings support many
of these approaches—although in a more integrated form than
typically appears in the literature.

This paper contributes to a growing literature that attempts
to provide a theoretical explanation for a broad pattern of
evidence, rather than a model focused on a single empirical
finding. Previous papers in this ‘‘broad pattern’’ spirit include
Harris and Holmstrom’s [1982] analysis of insurance, MacLeod
and Malcomson’s [1988] dynamic model of adverse selection and
moral hazard, and Demougin and Siow’s [1994] study of on-the-job
training and screening. The paper closest to ours is Bernhardt

1. A number of the papers referred to above combine two or more of these
elements. For example, Prendergast [1993] considers both job assignment and
human-capital acquisition, while Waldman [1984b] and Bernhardt and Scoones
[1993] capture aspects of all three elements. Other papers that combine two or
more of the modeling elements we consider include Bernhardt [1995] and
Jovanovic and Nyarko [1997]. With the exception of Bernhardt [1995], none of
these papers addresses broad patterns of evidence.
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[1995], which also considers a model that combines job assign-
ment, on-the-job human-capital acquisition, and learning. As we
discuss in Section V, we focus on symmetric learning while
Bernhardt considers asymmetric learning, and there are several
differences in the patterns of evidence that the resulting models
can explain.

The outline for the paper is as follows. Section II reviews the
recent empirical evidence on wage and promotion dynamics.
Section III combines job assignment and on-the-job human-
capital acquisition in a model with a three-level job ladder and full
information. Section IV analyzes this model under the assump-
tion of symmetric learning. Section V relates our framework to
Medoff and Abraham’s findings concerning performance evalua-
tions, discusses findings from the BGH study that are inconsistent
with the predictions of our symmetric-learning model, and dis-
cusses other models of wage dynamics inside firms. Section VI
concludes.

II. EVIDENCE ON WAGE AND PROMOTION DYNAMICS

The main focus of Sections III and IV is the extent to which
our theoretical framework explains the findings of BGH. (Subsec-
tion V.B discusses the major BGH findings that we do not
capture.) We proceed in this fashion not because BGH is the only
empirical study that considers wage and promotion dynamics
inside firms, but rather because various studies have investigated
different issues in different environments, so it is difficult to
assess what combination of facts is true in any given environment.
We therefore focus on a single study, choosing BGH because it is
the most comprehensive. But the fact that our framework can
explain many of the BGH findings is of more interest if these
findings are representative of other authors’ findings concerning
wage and promotion dynamics. In this section, therefore, we
discuss the extent to which the BGH findings that we focus on in
Sections III and IV are representative of the larger literature. See
Gibbons [1997] for a more comprehensive review of this literature.

BGH analyze personnel data from a single firm over a
twenty-year time period. An observation in their data set consists
of a managerial employee in a specific year. The information they
have for that manager includes the employee’s ID number, job
title, salary, and performance rating. The first step of their
analysis was to use the movement of managers across job titles to
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define a single job ladder consisting of eight distinct levels.
Throughout our discussion of their evidence we mean by a
promotion or a demotion a movement up or down this job ladder. It
would be interesting to know how many of these promotions and
demotions involve changes only in job title, not in job content, but
the data shed no light on this.

The BGH findings we concentrate on are the following. First,
real-wage decreases are not rare, while demotions are very rare.
Second, there is significant serial correlation in both wage in-
creases and promotion rates (the latter is sometimes referred to as
a ‘‘fast track’’). Third, promotions are associated with large wage
increases. Fourth, wage increases at promotion are small relative
to the difference between average wages across levels of the job
ladder. Fifth, workers who receive larger wage increases early in
their stay at one level of the job ladder are promoted more quickly
to the next level.

To appreciate the context of the BGH study, it is useful to
consider the range of other studies that address one or more of
these findings. Some of these studies, such as Rosenbaum [1984]
and Lazear [1992], are similar to BGH in that they look at careers
inside particular firms, while other studies such as Abowd and
Card [1989], Topel [1991], and Baker [1997] analyze data that
include mobility between firms. Another way that the studies
differ is that some (like BGH) focus on managerial and profes-
sional workers, while others analyze broader cross sections of
workers. Our goal is to develop a model consistent with the
evidence from BGH concerning managers from a single firm. Our
model may also apply in other settings, but there are clearly some
settings in which our model will not apply. For example, the rules
regarding promotions in a unionized establishment are very
different from the predictions of our model.

Two findings with strong support in the literature are that
real-wage decreases are not rare and that there is serial correla-
tion in promotion rates. For example, McLaughlin [1994] and
Card and Hyslop [1997] both find a significant frequency of
real-wage decreases, while there is extensive support for serial
correlation in promotion rates (e.g., Rosenbaum [1984], Bruderl,
Diekmann, and Preisendorfer [1991], and Podolny and Baron
[1997]). Further, although we know of no study besides BGH that
documents this finding, we take it to be uncontroversial that
demotions are quite rare.

The evidence concerning serial correlation in wage increases
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is a bit less clear. Lillard and Weiss [1979], Hause [1980], and
Baker [1997] find evidence of serially correlated wage changes (or
wage residual changes), while Abowd and Card [1989], Topel
[1991], and Topel and Ward [1992] do not. One possible explana-
tion relies on differences in the samples studied. BGH, Lillard and
Weiss, and Hause all study relatively homogeneous samples
(BGH managers in a single firm, Lillard and Weiss American
scientists, and Hause young Swedish males), while the other
studies investigate large heterogeneous samples such as the
Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). Another possible expla-
nation involves panel length and the power of alternative econo-
metric tests. Baker finds serial correlation in a twenty-year panel
from the PSID and argues that earlier studies based on similar
samples did not find serial correlation because of either short
panel length or low-powered tests.

Another finding with strong support in the literature is that
promotions are associated with large wage increases; see Gerhart
and Milkovich [1989], Lazear [1992], and McCue [1996], among
others. There is also evidence that these wage increases, although
large relative to wage increases associated with not being pro-
moted, are small relative to the difference between average wages
across levels of a job ladder. Murphy [1985] documents both of
these facts: in a study of top executives in 72 large U. S.
manufacturing firms, he finds that the average real increase in
salary plus bonus for the whole sample was 3.7 percent, the
average increase for a vice president promoted to president was 21
percent, and the average salary plus bonus for presidents was 60
percent higher than for vice presidents. See also Main, O’Reilly,
and Wade [1993].

In sum, the first four BGH findings we focus on find substan-
tial support in the literature. In contrast, there is little in the
literature concerning the remaining finding—that workers who
receive larger wage increases early in their stay at one level of a
job ladder are promoted more quickly to the next level. As far as
we know, no other study directly addresses this issue. However,
McCue [1996] does find something similar: a high wage today is
positively correlated with promotion tomorrow, which suggests
that the BGH finding might hold in McCue’s data set.

III. AN ANALYSIS OF JOB LADDERS UNDER FULL INFORMATION

This section develops a model in which firms consist of
three-level job ladders. Job-assignment and human-capital consid-
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erations determine wage and promotion dynamics. As a bench-
mark, in this section we analyze this model under full informa-
tion; the following section provides an analysis under symmetric
learning. The technology of production we consider throughout
the paper is similar to that investigated in Sattinger [1975], Rosen
[1982], and Waldman [1984a]: jobs are ranked in terms of the
extra value produced by a worker of greater ability. Sattinger,
Rosen, and Waldman consider this technology in one-period
models characterized by full information and no human-capital
acquisition, while our focus is on multiple periods, human-capital
acquisition, and (in later sections) learning.

A. The Model

There is free entry into production. All firms are identical,
and the only input is labor. A worker’s career lasts for T periods,
T $ 5 (an unusual assumption which we motivate below). In each
period, labor supply is fixed at one unit for each worker. Worker i ’s
innate ability is denoted ui and can be either high or low: ui [ 5uH ,
uL 6. A worker’s effective ability is a function of the worker’s innate
ability and the worker’s labor-market experience. Let t denote
calendar time and xit the worker’s labor-market experience prior
to period t (i.e., for a worker in his or her first period in the labor
market, prior experience xit equals zero). We assume that worker
i ’s effective ability in period t is given by

(1) hit 5 ui f (xit),

where f 8 . 0 and f 9 # 0.
A firm consists of three different jobs, denoted 1, 2, and 3. If

worker i is assigned to job j in period t, then the worker produces

(2) yijt 5 dj 1 cj(hit 1 eijt),

where dj and cj are constants known to all labor-market partici-
pants and eijt is a noise term drawn from a normal distribution
with mean 0 and variance s2. Let h8 denote the effective ability
level at which a worker is equally productive at jobs 1 and 2. That
is, h8 solves d1 1 c1h 5 d2 1 c2h. Similarly, let h9 solve d2 1 c2h 5
d3 1 c3h. We assume that c3 . c2 . c1 . 0 and 0 , d3 , d2 , d1, and
that these parameters are such that h9 . h8. Thus, given full
information about worker abilities, the efficient assignment rule
for period t is to assign worker i to job 1 if hit , h8, to job 2 if h8 ,
hit , h9, and to job 3 if hit . h9.

This specification of the production technology parallels those
in Waldman [1984b], Gibbons and Katz [1992], and Bernhardt
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[1995], in that a worker’s productivity in each job is independent
of the assignment of other workers within the firm. Thus, taking
the model literally, the firm’s productivity might be optimized by
assigning all the workers to one level of the job ladder. Rosen
[1982], Waldman [1984a], and MacDonald and Markusen [1985]
incorporate factors such as slot constraints and so can address
issues such as congestion that we omit in order to keep our
analysis tractable. We interpret equation (2) as a plausible
reduced form for the productivity of an individual worker in a
large firm in which many workers are assigned to each job level in
the steady state.

Workers and firms are risk-neutral and have a discount rate
of zero. There is no cost to workers from changing firms or to firms
from hiring or firing workers. Under these assumptions, there are
no benefits to long-term contracts, so we assume that wages are
determined by spot-market contracting. Finally, to ease the
comparison of the model with the empirical evidence, we restrict
attention to wages that are paid in advance of production, as
opposed to one-period piece-rate contracts.

At the beginning of each period, all firms simultaneously offer
each worker a wage for that period. The worker then works for the
firm that offers the highest wage. If there are multiple firms tied
at the highest wage, the worker chooses randomly among these
firms unless one of these was the worker’s employer in the
previous period, in which case the worker remains with that firm.
This tie-breaking rule is equivalent to assuming a moving cost
that is infinitesimally small; as a result, in the full-information
case considered in this section and the symmetric-learning analy-
sis of Section IV, there is no turnover in equilibrium.2

To reduce the number of cases that need to be considered, we
restrict the analysis to parameterizations that satisfy the follow-

2. As an alternative to this infinitesimal moving cost borne by the worker, we
could instead assume a hiring cost borne by the firm. That is, in the first period of a
worker’s employment at a firm, the worker’s productivity is lower than specified in
equation (2) by an amount h. If h is infinitesimal, then the results are equivalent to
those we present. If h is significant, then all the results are the same except for the
wage in the worker’s final period. In this period prospective employers are willing
to pay productivity as defined by equation (2) minus the hiring cost, so this is the
worker’s wage. In the next-to-last period, prospective employers are willing to pay
the worker’s productivity, as defined by equation (2), so now this is the worker’s
wage. The reason that firms are willing to pay this wage in the next-to-last period
is that if such a firm succeeds in recruiting the worker, the firm will bear the cost h
this period but earn a profit of h in the final period. This logic applies to all earlier
periods, including the worker’s first period in the labor market. If there were a
discount rate r per period, the wage in the final period would be the same as above,
but each earlier wage would be decreased by an amount rh/(1 1 r).
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ing conditions. First, uH f (1) , h8, so that it is efficient for each
worker to be assigned to job 1 in the first two periods of the
worker’s career. (Recall that xit measures prior labor-market
experience, so x 5 1 in the worker’s second period in the labor
market.) Second, h9 2 h8 . uH [ f (3) 2 f (1)], so that it is efficient for
each worker to be at job 2 for at least two periods before being
promoted to job 3 (since uH . uL and f (3) 2 f (1) $ f (x 1 2) 2 f (x)
for all x $ 1). Third, uL f (T 2 1) . h9, so that it is efficient for each
worker to be on job 3 by the end of the worker’s career. For these
three conditions to hold simultaneously requires that T $ 5.

Finally, in the analyses that follow we focus on absolute
rather than percentage wage changes although the empirical
literature (including BGH) typically looks at percentage wage
changes. Given our assumption that d3 . 0, all but one of our
results that concern wage changes hold for both absolute and
percentage wage changes (and even in the remaining case the
result holds for percentage wage changes for many parameteriza-
tions; see footnote 7).

B. The Full-Information Benchmark

We now analyze the benchmark case of full information. That
is, each worker’s innate ability (ui ) is common knowledge at the
beginning of the worker’s career. If innate ability is common
knowledge, then in each period a worker is assigned to the job that
maximizes the worker’s expected output and paid a wage equal to
that expected output.3 Proposition 1 characterizes the assignment
rule in this case. We use wit to denote the wage paid to worker i in
period t in equilibrium. Proofs are given in the Appendix.

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that each worker’s innate ability is
common knowledge at the beginning of the worker’s career.
Then job assignments and wages are given by (i) through (iii):
(i) If hit , h8, then worker i is assigned to job 1 in period t and
earns the wage wit 5 d1 1 c1hit .
(ii) If h8 # hit , h9, then worker i is assigned to job 2 in period t
and earns the wage wit 5 d2 1 c2hit .
(iii) If hit $ h9, then worker i is assigned to job 3 in period t and
earns the wage wit 5 d3 1 c3hit .

3. Throughout the analysis we assume that if a firm is indifferent between
assigning a worker to either of two jobs then the firm assigns the worker to the
higher-level job. This assumption is not crucial for the analysis but simplifies the
statements of some results.
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Proposition 1 says that in equilibrium there is a job ladder
that workers climb as they gain labor-market experience. That is,
the equilibrium job assignments described in Proposition 1 can be
restated in terms of the worker’s labor-market experience rather
than the worker’s effective ability: for each ui (i 5 H,L ) there exist
values x 8i and x 9i , where x 9i . x 8i , such that if a worker’s innate
ability is ui then in period t the worker is assigned to job 1 if xit ,
x 8i , to job 2 if x 8i # xit , x 9i , and to job 3 if xit $ x 9i . There are no
demotions in equilibrium because effective ability increases mono-
tonically as a worker gains labor-market experience, so it is never
optimal to promote and then demote a worker. For the same
reason, a worker’s wage rises every period.

The fact that there are no demotions in equilibrium is roughly
consistent with the results of BGH, who found that 0.3 percent of
the year-to-year job movements in their sample were demotions.
In contrast, BGH found that approximately 25 percent of the
year-to-year salary changes in their sample were real-wage
decreases. Certain years have pronounced effects, however: in
each of the high-inflation years of 1979 and 1980, the median
real-salary increase was negative at the firm BGH investigated.
But even in a typical year, when the average real-salary increase
was between 5 percent and 9 percent, the fraction of year-to-year
salary changes that were real-wage decreases never fell below 5
percent, and across the nineteen years of their study, the median
value for this fraction was 12 percent.

BGH’s evidence on demotions and (especially) real-wage
decreases does not match the results of our full-information
analysis. In contrast, the full-information case does quite well at
capturing two of the other findings discussed in Section II: serial
correlation in wage increases and promotion rates, and wage
increases predict promotion. More specifically, BGH find serial
correlation in wage increases after controlling for age, education,
tenure, and salary. They also find that, holding constant tenure in
level 2, promotion probability is higher for those promoted more
quickly from level 1 (and similar patterns for higher levels).
Finally, they find that those with larger raises in their first year in
level 1 are promoted more quickly to level 2 (and similarly for
initial raises in level 2 predicting promotion to level 3).

To understand the source of serial correlation of wage in-
creases in our model, consider workers with labor-market experi-
ence x. The wage increase for a ui worker whose experience
increases from x to x 1 1 and who is not promoted is
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cjui [ f (x 1 1) 2 f (x)], where j denotes the worker’s job level. This
expression is larger for uH than uL because, given experience x, the
uH worker is assigned to at least as high a job level j. For the same
reasons, the wage increase for a ui worker whose experience
increases from x 1 1 to x 1 2 and who is not promoted is again
larger for uH than uL . Thus, wage changes in the absence of
promotions are serially correlated after controlling for experience.
A slightly more complicated argument shows that this result also
holds when promotions are allowed.4

The model also captures serial correlation in promotion rates
in that, if h8 and h9 2 h8 are both sufficiently large, then
high-ability workers are promoted to job 2 more quickly and also
spend less time on job 2 before being promoted to job 3. That is,
x 8H , x 8L and x 9H 2 x 8H , x 9L 2 x 8L .5 The logic for this result is simple.
A worker receives a promotion when effective ability reaches
certain absolute levels. Since high-ability workers experience
faster growth in effective ability, these workers are promoted to
job 2 earlier in their career and are also promoted to job 3 after
having spent less time on job 2.

Finally, to see why wage increases predict promotion, con-
sider workers with labor-market experience x, where x , x 8H so
that the workers are in job 1, and assume that h8 is sufficiently
large that x 8H , x 8L . As above, holding experience fixed, high-
ability workers receive larger wage increases than do low-ability
workers. In turn, given that high-ability workers are also pro-
moted to job 2 earlier in their careers, we have that wage
increases predict promotion.

One of the other findings discussed in Section II concerns
large wage increases upon promotion. This finding is captured by
the full-information case in a weak form. To see why we say this,
consider the average wage increase received by workers who are
promoted to job 2. If f 9 is close to zero (for all x), then the average
wage increase received by workers promoted to job 2 is larger than
the average wage increase received by workers who remain in job
1, because increases in effective ability are valued at rate c1 in job

4. BGH also find serial correlation in wage increases without controlling for
age, education, tenure, and salary. We conjecture that this will also hold in our
model for some parameterizations. However, showing this would require a
complicated analysis because whether it holds depends on several factors in
addition to the factor given in the text, such as the concavity of the human-capital
function f (x) and the differences among the slopes c1, c2, and c3.

5. If x were continuous, then x 8H , x 8L and x 9H 2 x 8H , x 9L 2 x 8L would hold for all
parameterizations, rather than only if h8 and h9 2 h8 are sufficiently large.
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1 but at rate c2 . c1 in job 2. The wage increase at promotion is the
sum of two parts: c1 times the worker’s increase in effective ability,
plus the increased value from assigning a worker with the new
effective ability to job 2 rather than job 1. Therefore, the average
wage increase at promotion to job 2 will be larger than the average
wage increase received by workers who remain on job 1.

One reason we say the full-information case captures the
empirical finding of a large wage increase upon promotion in a
weak form is that we do not feel that the effect just described is by
itself a plausible explanation for the findings of BGH. According to
the argument just given, the average wage increase the year after
a promotion to job 2 should be larger than the average wage
increase at promotion to job 2 (because in the year after the
promotion to job 2 increases in effective ability are valued at rate
c2 rather than at a convex combination of c1 and c2). But BGH find
that for workers promoted from level 1 to level 2, the average wage
increase the year after the promotion is strictly less than the
average wage increase at promotion.6

The final finding that holds in the full-information case is
that, although wage increases upon promotion are large (in a
weak sense), they explain only a fraction of the difference between
average wages across levels of a job ladder. Consider the difference
between average wages at levels 1 and 2. Because workers at level
2 are on average older than workers at level 1, an important
component of this difference is the increased productivity due to
human-capital accumulation. Since the average wage increase at
promotion will capture only one year of this age difference, the
difference between average wages at levels 1 and 2 is bigger than
the average wage increase at promotion to level 2. In fact, if the
difference in average ages across levels is much greater than one,
then the average wage increase at promotion can be very small
relative to the difference between average wages across levels.

Overall, several results in this section are consistent with the
BGH evidence, including serial correlation in both wage increases
and promotion rates, and that workers who receive larger wage
increases early in their stay at one level of the job ladder are
promoted more quickly to the next. But the model does not
capture a number of other findings discussed in Section II,
including the nontrivial frequency of real wage decreases, the

6. BGH do not report results that allow us to make this comparison for
promotion to any other level.
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existence of demotions, and the size of wage increases upon
promotion. In the next section we show that adding learning to the
model improves its performance: the addition of learning leaves
unchanged most of the predictions of the full-information analysis
that match the BGH findings, but changes a number of the other
predictions so that they match the evidence better.

IV. AN ANALYSIS OF JOB LADDERS UNDER SYMMETRIC LEARNING

In this section we depart from the assumption of full informa-
tion. In particular, when a worker enters the labor force, firms are
now uncertain about the worker’s ability and learn about it only
gradually as the worker’s career progresses. In this section we
consider the case of symmetric learning: at any point in time all
firms (and the worker in question) are equally informed about the
worker’s ability level. Our analysis in this section extends those of
Murphy [1986] and Gibbons and Katz [1992], both of which study
symmetric learning and assignment to a job ladder, but neither of
which allows human-capital accumulation. (See also Ross, Taub-
man, and Wachter [1981] and MacDonald [1982].) Because our
model also incorporates human-capital acquisition, we capture
the idea that workers move up a job ladder as they age.

A. The Model and Preliminary Results

The only difference between this model and the full-
information model in Section III is that now there is symmetric
learning. At the beginning of a worker’s career, the worker is
known to be of innate ability uH with probability p0 and of innate
ability uL with probability (1 2 p0). Learning takes place at the
end of each period when the realization of the worker’s output for
that period becomes common knowledge. The presence of the
noise term eijt in the production function (2) implies that learning
occurs gradually.

Define zit 5 ( yijt 2 dj)/cj 5 hit 1 eijt . That is, zit is the signal
about the worker’s effective ability that the market extracts from
observing the worker’s output in period t. We refer to zit as the
worker’s normalized output from period t (i.e., normalized to
abstract from job assignment) and to (zit2x , . . . , zit21) as the
worker’s normalized output history at date t. Because the signal
zit is independent of job assignment, there is no difference in the
rate of learning across jobs.
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Let uit
e denote the expected innate ability of worker i in period

t : uit
e 5 E (ui 0zit2x , . . . , zit21). From uit

e we can compute the expected
effective ability of worker i in period t :

(3) hit
e 5 uit

e f (xit ).

Given hit
e , job assignment and wage determination proceed as in

the full-information case: in each period a worker is assigned to
the job that maximizes the worker’s expected output and is paid a
wage equal to that expected output.

PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that learning is symmetric and that at
the beginning of a worker’s career the worker is known to be
of innate ability uH with probability p0 and of innate ability uL

with probability (1 2 p0). Then job assignments and wages
are given by (i) through (iii):
(i) If hit

e , h8, then worker i is assigned to job 1 in period t and
wit 5 d1 1 c1hit

e .
(ii) If h8 # hit

e , h9, then worker i is assigned to job 2 in period t
and wit 5 d2 1 c2hit

e .
(iii) If hit

e $ h9, then worker i is assigned to job 3 in period t and
wit 5 d3 1 c3hit

e .

Proposition 2 says that wages and job assignments are now
determined by expected effective ability, whereas in the full-
information case the actual value of effective ability determined
wages and job assignments. Only the expected effective ability
matters, rather than other moments of the distribution, because
of the simple structure of our model. Specifically, output is a linear
function of effective ability on each job and the rate of learning is
independent of job assignment. We therefore cannot address
certain situations such as where young workers are assigned to
jobs that are unusually informative about their abilities.

B. Further Analysis

In this subsection we show that, despite the similarity
between Propositions 1 and 2, the symmetric-learning case does a
better job of matching the empirical evidence. We begin with the
predictions of the full-information model that match the evidence
well. In the full-information model, and in the data, there is serial
correlation in both wage increases and promotion rates. As shown
in Corollary 1, for workers in job 1 in periods t and t 1 1, serial
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correlation continues to hold in the symmetric-learning case for
wage changes at t 1 1 and t 1 2.7

COROLLARY 1. Consider a worker in period t who has x periods of
labor-market experience and is currently in job 1 earning the
wage wit . If the worker is again in job 1 in period t 1 1, then
the conditional expectation of wit12 2 wit11 is an increasing
function of wit11 2 wit .

The logic for why there is serial correlation in wage increases
in the situation considered in Corollary 1 is based on the logic in
the full-information case. Starting at a given experience level and
wage, a large wage increase indicates that an increase in expected
innate ability occurred. But we know from the full-information
case that wage increases are an increasing function of innate
ability. The corollary follows because in the symmetric-learning
case wage increases are an increasing function of expected innate
ability.

Corollary 1 does not apply to workers who start on job 1 but
whose first wage increase is associated with a promotion, or to
workers who start on job 2 or job 3. We can generalize the result if
we restrict the analysis to parameterizations for which there is no
possibility of demotion.8 That is, suppose that for any x, uH f (x) .
h8 implies uL f (x 1 1) . h8 and uH f (x) . h9 implies uL f (x 1 1) . h9.
Then for a worker in job j in period t, the expectation of wit12 2

7. As discussed earlier, all but one of our results that concern wage changes
hold for both absolute and percentage wage changes. The one result that we have
been unable to prove for percentage wage changes is Corollary 1. In a proof
available upon request, we show that the corollary holds for percentage wage
changes given either uH f (x 1 2) # h8 or uL f (x 1 2) $ h8; i.e., in period t 1 2 the
worker is in either job 1 with probability one or job 2 with probability one. We
suspect that the corollary also holds for percentage wage changes when uL f (x 1
2) , h8 , uH f (x 1 2) (i.e., there is a strictly positive probability that in period t 1 2
the worker is in job 1 and a strictly positive probability the worker is in job 2).
However, we have been unable to prove that the corollary holds for percentage
wage changes in this case.

8. The reason that the possibility of demotion is important is as follows. In the
symmetric-learning case when demotion is possible, the expected size of next
period’s wage increase is higher if the worker’s current value for expected effective
ability is close to either h8 or h9. To see why, consider the case where the worker’s
value for expected effective ability exactly equals h8. In this case, increases in
expected effective ability are valued at rate c2 while decreases (which correspond to
demotions) are valued at rate c1. In effect, the lower slope c1 offers partial
insurance against wage decreases. This asymmetry, which is not a factor in the
full-information model (because there workers never experience decreases in
expected effective ability), means that the expected size of next period’s wage
increase is in fact larger than c2 multiplied by the expected increase in expected
effective ability. This feature of the symmetric-learning model is the reason that
Corollary 1 does not necessarily hold when there is a positive probability of
demotion in either period t 1 1 or t 1 2.
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wit11 is an increasing function of wit11 2 wit . We also impose this
no-demotion assumption in deriving another result below. Recall
that the no-demotion case is empirically relevant: in the BGH
data set only 0.3 percent of year-to-year job movements were
demotions.

Now consider promotion rates. In the full-information model,
if h8 and h9 2 h8 are both sufficiently large, then there is serial
correlation in promotion rates. As opposed to the other results
that hold in the full-information case, we have been unable to
show that symmetric learning yields serial correlation in promo-
tion rates. We can show a related but weaker result: given two
workers earning the same wage just after promotion to job 2, the
worker with less labor-market experience will on average be
promoted to job 3 at a younger age. Similar to what is true under
full information, we also know that the worker promoted earlier
will have his or her expected effective ability grow more quickly,
on average, than the expected effective ability for the worker
promoted later, which suggests serial correlation in promotion
rates. However, to prove serial correlation in promotion rates
under symmetric learning requires a statement concerning how
the distribution of expected effective ability evolves with experi-
ence, and this makes the problem intractable (at least for us).

Another prediction of the full-information model that matches
the BGH evidence is the prediction that wage increases predict
promotion. This prediction continues to hold in the symmetric-
learning case in the following two ways. First, workers who
receive higher wage increases after their first year of employment
are more likely to be promoted at the first experience level at
which promotion is possible (i.e., at experience level x 8H as defined
in subsection III.B). Second, BGH find that workers who receive
higher wage increases after their first year of employment are on
average promoted to job 2 earlier. Our symmetric-learning model
yields this result for parameterizations such that there are no
demotions from job 2 to job 1.9

COROLLARY 2. Consider a worker in period t who has zero periods
of labor-market experience and therefore is in job 1. Assume a

9. The corollary assumes a parameterization such that x 8H , x 8L . If x 8H 5 x 8L ,
then the model yields the degenerate result that all promotions occur at the same
value for labor-market experience. Also, under symmetric learning it is possible
that the worker will be promoted directly from job 1 to job 3. When this is the case,
we define the value of the worker’s labor-market experience upon promotion to job
2 to be the same as the value upon promotion to job 3.
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parameterization such that x 8H , x 8L . (i) The probability of
promotion at experience level x 8H is an increasing function of
wit11 2 wit . (ii) If demotion from job 2 to job 1 is impossible
(i.e., for any x, uH f (x) . h8 implies uL f (x 1 1) . h8), then the
expected value of the worker’s labor-market experience when
the worker is promoted to job 2 is a decreasing function of
wit11 2 wit .

Corollary 2 refers to promotion from job 1 to job 2. BGH also
find that workers who receive higher wage increases after their
first year in job 2 spend less time in job 2 before promotion to job 3.
The symmetric-learning model also yields a result consistent with
this finding for parameterizations such that there are no demo-
tions from job 3 to job 2. Consider a worker in period t who has x
periods of labor-market experience, has just been promoted to job
2, and is currently earning the wage wit . If the worker is again in
job 2 in period t 1 1, then the expected value of the worker’s
labor-market experience when the worker is promoted to job 3 is a
decreasing function of wit11 2 wit .

The logic for why wage increases predict promotion is closely
related to the above discussion concerning serial correlation in
wage increases. As before, a large wage increase indicates that an
increase in expected innate ability occurred, which means that on
average the worker’s expected effective ability will grow more
quickly in the future. Since promotions occur when expected
effective ability reaches certain absolute levels, on average a
worker who experiences a large wage increase will need less time
to reach the target level of expected effective ability needed for
promotion.

We now consider predictions of the full-information case that
are inconsistent with the BGH evidence. First, the full-informa-
tion case predicts no demotions and no wage decreases, while the
evidence indicates a positive frequency of both, although demo-
tions are quite rare. In contrast to the full-information case, the
symmetric-learning case yields predictions concerning demotions
and wage decreases that are more consistent with the evidence.

COROLLARY 3. Let x* be the smallest x such that uL f (x 1 1) ,
uH f (x). Consider a worker in period t who has x periods of
labor market experience. For x , x*, there are no wage
decreases and no demotions (i.e., wit11 2 wit $ 0 and the
worker is not in a lower level job in t 1 1 than in t ). For x $ x*,
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there exists a positive frequency of wage decreases but fewer
(possibly no) demotions. Any demotions that occur are associ-
ated with wage decreases.

In the full-information case, a worker’s effective ability
increases each period, so in equilibrium there are no wage
decreases. With symmetric learning, wage decreases occur be-
cause a worker’s expected effective ability does not necessarily
increase every period: because of the learning process, a worker’s
expected innate ability can fall substantially from one period to
the next; if this decrease is sufficiently large, it will dominate
the increase in expected effective ability due to human-capital
accumulation.10

Our argument explains not only a positive frequency of wage
decreases, but also why wage decreases are a minority of the
observations, although not rare, while demotions are very rare.
Roughly half the workers will experience a decrease in expected
innate ability, so if human-capital acquisition is positive but
small, then many of these will also experience a decrease in
expected effective ability. The result is that wage decreases are a
minority of the observations, but may not be rare. To see why
demotions might be very rare or nonexistent, consider all workers
assigned to job 2 in period t, and suppose that h9 2 h8 is large. All
workers for whom expected effective ability falls will experience a
wage decrease, but only those for whom the new value of expected
effective ability is below h8 will receive a demotion. If h9 2 h8 is
large, then few of the workers assigned to job 2 in period t will
have values of hit

e close to h8, which implies that even fewer will
have values of hit11

e below h8. Indeed, if uH f (x) . h8 implies that
uL f (x 1 1) . h8, then there can be a positive frequency of wage
decreases but no demotions.11

10. Two alternative reasons for real-wage decreases are aggregate shocks and
person-specific productivity variations. The aggregate-shock explanation seems
incomplete because the fraction of real-wage decreases in the BGH data set never
fell below 5 percent and the median value of this fraction was 12 percent.
Person-specific productivity variations, such as health shocks, would produce
essentially the same qualitative predictions as our symmetric-learning model. Our
instinct is that for prime-age managers continuously employed in a single firm,
such productivity variations are unlikely to have sufficient size and frequency to
match the evidence.

11. BGH find that on average demotions are associated with wage decreases,
but that some demotions are in fact associated with wage increases. Our model
does not explain why this would be the case. Two standard explanations for such a
finding are coding error (this could be studied by examining job assignments in
earlier and later periods) and compensating differentials (not modeled here). See
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Another important aspect of the symmetric-learning equilib-
rium is the size of wage increases upon promotion. Recall that we
found that in the full-information case, if human-capital acquisi-
tion is close to linear then the wage increase at promotion to job 2
is larger than the wage increase prior to promotion, consistent
with the evidence. We also found, however, that under these
conditions the wage increase the period after promotion to job 2
will be even larger than the wage increase at promotion, and this
is not consistent with the evidence. The symmetric-learning
model fixes this problem, as follows.

Consider workers promoted from job 1 to job 2 and assume
again that human-capital acquisition is close to linear. As in the
full-information case, the wage increase at promotion is larger
than the wage increase prior to promotion, but there are now two
reasons for this result. First, as before, increases in expected
effective ability are valued at rate c1 in job 1 and rate c2 . c1 in job
2. Second, in the symmetric-learning case there is a selection
effect: among workers who are observationally equivalent at the
beginning of a given period, those promoted at the end of that
period had a larger increase in expected innate ability than did
those not promoted. It is still the case that, after promotion to job
2, increases in expected effective ability are valued at rate c2

rather than at a convex combination of c1 and c2, but the selection
effect disappears after promotion to job 2. Hence, in the symmetric-
learning case, the wage increase the period after a promotion can
easily be smaller than the wage increase at promotion.

Although symmetric learning exhibits large wage increases
upon promotion in a stronger form than does full information,
under symmetric learning it is still the case that wage increases
upon promotion explain only a fraction of the difference between
average wages across levels of the job ladder. The logic is the same
as under full information. In keeping with this finding, BGH also
find that those promoted from one level of the job ladder to the
next come disproportionately, but not exclusively, from the top of
the lower job’s wage distribution (and analogously arrive dispro-
portionately, but not exclusively, at the bottom of the higher job’s
wage distribution). For example, averaging across all promotions
from levels 1 through 4, 66 percent of workers promoted come

Bernhardt [1995] for another explanation in which wage increases are needed to
stop demoted workers from being bid away by prospective employers.
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from above the median of the lower job’s wage distribution, and 72
percent arrive below the median of the higher job’s wage distribu-
tion.12 Corollary 4 proves a related result: the probability that a
worker will be promoted is an increasing function of the worker’s
percentile in the lower job’s wage distribution.

COROLLARY 4. Consider workers in period t who have x periods of
labor-market experience and are in job j. Let p(w) denote the
probability that a worker in this group who is currently paid
wage w is promoted for period t 1 1. If 0 , p(w) , 1, then p(w)
is increasing in w.

There are two factors that allow our model to capture the
empirical findings concerning where workers are promoted from
and where they are promoted to: heterogeneity in u and learning
about u. The first of these factors exists even under full informa-
tion, as follows. Consider all workers at level j. Since workers
with low values for expected innate ability accumulate human
capital more slowly than workers with high values for expected
innate ability, the latter workers will have more average growth
in expected effective ability. Hence, although most promoted
workers will come from the top of the lower job’s wage distribu-
tion, some may come from far below the top of the lower job’s wage
distribution. Analogously, most promoted workers will arrive near
the bottom of the higher job’s wage distribution, but some may
arrive far above the bottom of the higher job’s wage distribution.

Learning about u produces a similar result. The idea is that,
similar to what we argued above for human-capital accumulation,
learning makes it possible for a worker’s expected effective ability
to increase substantially from one period to the next. Thus, there
should be observations of workers being promoted from the low
end of the lower job’s wage distribution, but such observations
should be rare. Again, an analogous argument holds for where
workers arrive in the higher job’s wage distribution.13

12. BGH also find a systematic relationship between job level and these
percentages. That is, in most cases, the higher is the job from which promotion
occurs, the higher is the percentage of promoted workers who come from above the
median of the lower job’s wage distribution, and the higher is the percentage who
arrive below the median of the higher job’s wage distribution. Specifically, for
promotion from levels 1, 2, 3, and 4, the percentages of workers who come from
above the median of the lower job’s wage distribution are, respectively, 60, 67, 76,
and 92, while the corresponding percentages for arriving below the median of the
higher job’s wage distribution are 65, 73, 88, and 81. As discussed in footnote 13,
this pattern can also be explained by our model.

13. As discussed in footnote 12, BGH find that in most cases the higher is the
job from which promotion occurs, the higher is the percentage of promoted workers
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Overall, the symmetric-learning case does a better job than
the full-information case of matching the BGH evidence: introduc-
ing symmetric learning leaves unchanged most of the predictions
of the full-information case that match the evidence well, while
improving several predictions that did not fit the evidence. In
particular, under symmetric learning there can be a significant
number of wage decreases but very few demotions. Also, symmet-
ric learning does a better job matching the evidence concerning
wage increases at promotions and the positions of promoted
individuals in the wage distributions of the sending and receiving
jobs.

V. DISCUSSION

This section offers three discussions. First, we describe how
our approach relates to evidence concerning performance evalua-
tions. Second, we identify and discuss findings from the BGH
study that are inconsistent with the predictions of our symmetric-
learning model. Third, we consider how other models of wage
dynamics inside firms relate to the evidence.

A. Performance Evaluations

In an influential pair of studies in the early 1980s, Medoff and
Abraham [1980, 1981] (hereinafter MA) used the personnel
records of three firms to explore the human-capital explanation

who come from above the median of the lower job’s wage distribution, and the
higher is the percentage who arrive below the median of the higher job’s wage
distribution. This pattern can be explained by the learning argument discussed
above, because the incremental amount that is learned should fall as the worker
ages. That is, because being higher on the job ladder will be positively correlated
with age, our learning model predicts that both the percentage of workers
promoted from the high end of the lower job’s wage distribution and the percentage
promoted to the low end of the higher job’s wage distribution should rise as job
level rises.

Related to BGH’s results concerning where workers are promoted from and to
in the job ladder’s wage distributions, BGH also find that the wage distributions
for adjacent job levels are overlapping. Although this finding conflicts with a literal
interpretation of our model, a natural extension of our model captures this finding
as follows. BGH’s empirical analysis and our theoretical analysis treat the firm as
if there were a single job ladder. But for most large firms there are multiple job
ladders, such as those associated with different occupations. Given this, suppose
we extended our model so that the firm has two job ladders but promotions occur
only within ladders, not across. Suppose further that promotions occur only from
the top of the wage distribution at one level of a ladder to the bottom of the wage
distribution at the next level of that ladder. If the wage distributions for one ladder
are shifted relative to those of another (say, because of compensating differentials
or other occupational wage differences), then an analysis of the aggregate job
ladder would yield overlapping wage distributions.
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for why wages grow over a career. In their 1980 paper MA
demonstrate that within-job wages are positively related to
labor-market experience, but that performance evaluations are
either unrelated or slightly negatively related to experience.14 To
test whether performance evaluations are a good measure of
productivity, MA run two further regressions. First, they find that
performance evaluations predict future promotions. Second, they
(and also BGH) find that performance evaluations predict future
wage increases.

In this subsection we build on a discussion in Harris and
Holmstrom [1982] to offer an interpretation of performance
evaluations that is consistent with both our theoretical model and
MA’s evidence, but that also preserves human-capital theory as
the primary explanation for wage growth over a career. Harris
and Holmstrom [p. 326] suggest that the MA findings might be
explained if supervisors evaluate individuals relative to other
individuals with the same labor-market experience. That is, in our
terminology, performance evaluations measure expected innate
ability rather than current expected productivity (i.e., expected
effective ability).

Given this interpretation of performance evaluations, all the
MA results described at the beginning of this subsection are easy
to understand. In particular, within a job level, the average wage
increases with experience, while the average performance evalua-
tion falls with experience. In our model the wage is an increasing
function of expected effective ability, which increases with experi-
ence because of human-capital accumulation. Further, perfor-
mance evaluations within a job level fall with experience because
workers with high expected innate ability are promoted into
higher level jobs. Finally, performance evaluations predict both
future promotions and future wage increases because both are
positively related to expected innate ability.

Two other sources of evidence support our explanation of the
MA findings. The first is a meta-analysis of 40 studies of age and
job performance by Waldman and Avolio [1986]. Some of the
studies contained direct measures of productivity, while others
contained supervisory performance evaluations. Waldman and
Avolio found that there was a significant positive relationship
between direct measures of productivity and age, but a slight

14. MA also present results concerning firm seniority as well as labor-market
experience. Because there is no turnover in equilibrium in our model, we do not
address these MA findings.
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negative relationship between supervisory performance evalua-
tions and age. Thus, Waldman and Avolio provide clear evidence
that performance evaluations are not unbiased measures of
productivity. Furthermore, their results are consistent with MA’s
empirical findings, but do not imply that human-capital acquisi-
tion plays a minor role in wage growth. Rather, Waldman and
Avolio’s findings support our model’s explanation for the MA
evidence.

The second source of evidence supporting our explanation for
the MA findings concerns a comparison between cross-sectional
and longitudinal estimates from a single data set. Our model
predicts that in a cross-sectional study within a given job level the
selection effect concerning who earns promotions will cause the
average wage to rise with experience but the average performance
evaluation to fall. In contrast, consider a longitudinal study that
follows a fixed set of workers who remain at the same job level
over a specified period of time. Our model again predicts that the
average wage will rise with experience, but now the selection
effect will be smaller. That is, since the analysis follows the same
workers over time, the only selection effect is that workers who
remain at the same job level over a period of time will typically be
those for whom learning led to more pessimistic beliefs concerning
expected innate ability. Thus, in a longitudinal analysis within a
job, we would expect a smaller negative relationship between the
average performance evaluation and experience than in a cross-
sectional analysis.

In their 1981 study Medoff and Abraham perform both
cross-sectional and longitudinal regressions on the same data set
and find results consistent with the above discussion (see also
Gibbs [1995]). In the cross-sectional estimates they find that
within a job level there is a significant positive relationship
between the average wage and experience and a significant
negative relationship between the average performance evalua-
tion and experience. In the longitudinal estimates they find a
significant positive relationship between the average wage and
experience and a small negative relationship between the average
performance evaluation and experience.

B. Empirical Findings We Do Not Capture

In Section IV and subsection V.A we focused on empirical
findings in the BGH and MA studies that are consistent with our
symmetric-learning approach. In this subsection we identify and
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discuss three findings from the BGH study that are not captured
by our model. The first empirical finding inconsistent with our
model involves nominal wage rigidity. Although BGH find a
significant percentage of real wage decreases, nominal wage
decreases are almost nonexistent in their sample—fewer than 200
observations in a sample of almost 70,000. (See Kahn [1997] and
Card and Hyslop [1997] for other evidence that nominal wage
decreases are rare.) Our model provides no rationale for why this
should be the case, but an extension of our model does match some
related evidence from BGH, as follows.

Suppose that one were to add to our model a constraint that
firms could not offer nominal wage decreases and a hiring cost so
that firms would not have an incentive to fire a worker whenever
the worker’s wage exceeded the worker’s marginal product.15 In a
model with these two new features, if the information revealed
about the worker in period t is very negative, then in period t 1 1
the firm would be constrained to pay a wage higher than would be
predicted by our original model. Further, since the actual wage in
t 1 1 is too high, the wage increase in t 1 2 should be very low.
BGH find evidence in this spirit: the probability of a zero nominal
increase this year, given a zero nominal increase last year, is two
to three times the unconditional probability.

The second finding inconsistent with our model involves
cohort effects. BGH study cohorts who enter the firm’s manage-
ment at different dates and find that, even after controlling for
(coarse) observable differences across cohorts, a cohort’s average
wage at entry is an important determinant of the cohort’s average
wage years after entry. Beaudry and DiNardo [1991] study cohort
effects in panel data covering a large cross section of occupations
and industries. Beaudry and DiNardo’s first analysis is similar to
BGH’s: they find that the unemployment rate in a cohort’s entry
year affects wages years after entry. But Beaudry and DiNardo
conduct further analyses that allow both the current unemploy-
ment rate and the lowest unemployment rate since the cohort’s
entry year to affect current wages. They find that each of these
three regressors is significant on its own but that the lowest

15. In our model of spot-market contracting, without a hiring cost, if firms
cannot offer nominal wage decreases, they will fire a worker whenever the worker’s
wage exceeds the worker’s marginal product. As discussed in footnote 2, a hiring
cost means that a worker’s employer earns a profit in the worker’s last period of
employment. As a result, the firm is willing to continue employing a worker even
when the wage exceeds the worker’s marginal product as long as it is by a
sufficiently small amount.
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unemployment rate since entry is the only significant regressor
when all three are included.

It may be that the true structure of the BGH data is similar to
Beaudry and DiNardo’s finding. That is, the apparent influence of
a cohort’s entry wage on its current wage might be produced by
the true influence of the highest entry wage paid since that cohort
entered. Further, we conjecture that such a cohort effect would
emerge from our model if we added nominal wage rigidity in the
fashion discussed above. To keep things simple, suppose that
there is no inflation, but add to our model aggregate shocks that
move all workers’ wages up or down. Nominal wage rigidity
produces a ratchet effect: after a negative shock, wages will not
fall; after a positive shock, competition will cause wages to rise.
Hence, a cohort’s current wage will depend on the strongest
labor-market conditions since that cohort entered.

The last BGH finding that is inconsistent with the predictions
of our model is the ‘‘green-card’’ effect. Consider the workers who
are in job j at date t. The green-card effect refers to the idea that,
for these workers, the expected wage increase, E (wt11 0w t ) 2 wt , is
negatively related to the initial wage, wt . (See Murphy [1991] for
related evidence.) This result is not clearly inconsistent with our
model. That is, because the human-capital acquisition function
f (x) is increasing and concave and workers higher in the wage
distribution at a given job are likely to have more labor-market
experience, our model predicts some negative correlation between
E (wt11 0wt ) 2 wt and wt . Nevertheless, BGH find a strong green-
card effect, and we feel it is unlikely that this result can be
completely explained by the curvature of f (x). The correct explana-
tion may be that green-card effects are the result of administra-
tive rules and procedures that move wages away from spot-
market pay.

C. Other Theoretical Models

In the previous subsection we showed that our symmetric-
learning model does not capture all the BGH findings. This
prompts the question of whether another model might meet with
more success. In this subsection we consider three alternative
theories of wage dynamics inside firms: Bernhardt’s [1995] model
of asymmetric learning, Harris and Holmstrom’s [1982] model of
insurance, and Lazear and Rosen’s [1981] tournament model. In
each case, we assess the extent to which the alternative theory (or
its natural extension) matches the BGH evidence.
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Bernhardt’s [1995] model is the closest of these alternatives
to our model. In contrast to our symmetric-learning model,
however, Bernhardt builds on Waldman’s [1984b] model of asym-
metric learning, in which only the current employer observes a
worker’s ability, but that firm’s promotion decision signals informa-
tion about the worker’s ability to prospective employers. Bern-
hardt extends Waldman’s model to more than two periods and
allows workers to acquire general as well as specific human
capital, although most of his analysis retains Waldman’s assump-
tion of only two job levels. In Bernhardt’s model, promotions occur
in bunches: first a group from the top of the ability distribution is
promoted, and prospective employers draw a positive inference
about those promoted and a negative inference about the remain-
ing workers; then all workers acquire more specific capital, and a
second group is promoted; and so on. From the perspective of
matching the BGH evidence, the key feature of Bernhardt’s model
is that the only information prospective employers have about a
worker is the worker’s experience level and the date of the
worker’s promotion, if it has occurred.

Because of the signaling effect from promotions, Bernhardt’s
model matches the evidence that wage increases at promotions
are large. And because of human-capital acquisition, wage in-
creases at promotion may be small relative to the difference in
average wages between levels of the job ladder. On the other hand,
in Bernhardt’s model a worker’s wage depends solely on the
worker’s experience level and the age at which the worker was
promoted (if that has occurred). But several BGH findings rely on
heterogeneous wages being paid to workers who are identical in
these two dimensions. For example, wage changes do not forecast
promotions in Bernhardt’s model because all workers who have
the same experience level and who have not been promoted
receive the same wage change. Similarly, negative real wage
changes are possible, but occur in a fashion at odds with the data.
Specifically, for a given experience level, all workers on the
low-level job who are not promoted in a given period receive the
same wage change, either positive or negative.

Harris and Holmstrom [1982] develop a model of learning and
insurance, but do not incorporate job assignment or human-
capital acquisition. As in our symmetric-learning model, firms
learn about workers’ abilities by observing noisy output signals.
Unlike our model, workers are risk-averse and so are willing to
pay for insurance. But a firm cannot offer full insurance, because a
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worker whose expected productivity rises above the wage guaran-
teed in a full-insurance contract can quit to accept a higher offer
elsewhere. The optimal contract is thus downward rigid, guaran-
teeing a base wage below the worker’s current expected productiv-
ity, but rising to meet the market if the worker’s current or future
outputs are sufficiently high.

Harris and Holmstrom describe how this model matches
classic cross-sectional evidence on earnings profiles (e.g., Mincer
[1974]). They also show that wages increase with experience even
if productivity is constant, which provides a possible explanation
for one of MA’s major findings. But these downward-rigid con-
tracts are inconsistent with the substantial frequency of negative
real-wage changes. Furthermore, because there are no job assign-
ments, the model does not address findings such as large wage
increases at promotions or wage increases that forecast promo-
tions. But Chiappori, Salanie, and Valentin [1999] offer an
empirical implementation of the Harris-Holmstrom model in
which wage increases occur only at promotions, so a worker is
more likely to be promoted this period if the worker was more
recently promoted to the current position. Chiappori, Salanie, and
Valentin provide evidence consistent with this prediction.16

As a final alternative, we consider Lazear and Rosen’s [1981]
tournament model. This is a natural alternative, because it
introduces incentives, which none of the foregoing models in-
cludes. We can interpret Lazear and Rosen’s model in terms of two
dates and two jobs. All workers are assigned to the first job and
earn the same wage in the first period, but those promoted to the
second job earn a higher wage in the second period. The larger the
difference in the wages attached to the two jobs in the second
period, the larger the incentive for all workers to work hard in the
first period. This model was built to explain large wage increases
upon promotion, but in its simplest form does not address other
findings such as wage increases predicting promotion, a substan-
tial frequency of real-wage decreases, and serial correlation in

16. A simple version of our symmetric-learning model also produces such a
result for some parameterizations. Suppose that there are only three output
realizations: high, intermediate, and low. Further, suppose that in the first period
only workers who produce high output are promoted, while in the second period
those who produce high output again are promoted a second time. Because those
who produce high output twice are promoted twice, those who produce high output
early but are promoted only once are a selected sample—the truly fast trackers are
selected out, leaving only the lower tail of the distribution. For some parameteriza-
tions, this group can have poorer promotion prospects than those who are
promoted for the first time in the second period.
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wage increases. Meyer [1992] shows that a repeated-tournament
model can capture serial correlation in promotions (and hence
possibly in wage increases). It remains an open question whether
further extensions of the tournament model could capture other
BGH findings.

In summary, we believe our symmetric-learning model does a
better job than the existing alternatives of capturing the BGH
findings. This is not to say that there is not an extension of one of
these alternatives or a completely new model that would do even
better than the framework we have developed. Our view is simply
that this framework provides the best current explanation for the
broad pattern of findings in the BGH and MA studies.17

VI. CONCLUSION

Recently, several empirical studies of careers in organizations
have found results that are inconsistent with theoretical models
based on any single factor such as human-capital acquisition or
learning. In this paper we developed a model that integrates job
assignment, on-the-job human-capital acquisition, and learning.
We demonstrated that a model that combines these elements
captures many of the findings in this recent literature. Our
conclusion is not that our symmetric-learning model provides a
perfectly accurate representation of careers in organizations.
Rather, we find the results encouraging, and feel that our model
offers a basic framework upon which to build more accurate
models.

We have interpreted our model as applying to wage and
promotion dynamics within firms. But our model assumes that
wages are determined by spot-market competition and that an
infinitesimal moving cost eliminates mobility between firms (al-
though see footnote 2). Thus, if we added exogenous reasons for

17. Kwon’s [1998] promising paper begins to capture the BGH findings using
an approach different from ours. In Kwon’s model, a worker must decide each
period whether to invest in human capital. The optimal contract has several
features that match the BGH evidence. For example, there are large wage
increases upon promotion, and the wage distributions for adjacent job levels are
overlapping (see footnote 13). One problem with Kwon’s approach, however, is that
a worker’s wage does not change from period to period unless a promotion occurs.
Thus, the model does not capture some of the prominent BGH findings such as that
wage changes are serially correlated or that workers who receive larger wage
increases early in their stay at one level of the job ladder are promoted more
quickly to the next level.
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mobility to the model, all our results would continue to hold but
the model would apply to wage and promotion dynamics in the
labor market as a whole rather than only inside firms. The recent
evidence developed by Baker [1997] is consistent with this idea: as
discussed in Section II, Baker finds serial correlation in wage
changes in a twenty-year panel of adult U. S. males, as would be
predicted by this variant of our model. Unfortunately, many of the
other predictions of this variant of our model involve promotions
and so would be difficult to test using currently available data.

One direction in which the analysis might fruitfully be
extended would be to incorporate an element of asymmetric
learning. In this paper we assumed that all information concern-
ing a worker’s ability is public knowledge, so firms are always
equally informed about a worker’s ability. A number of authors
have argued that this assumption is unrealistic: most employ-
ment relationships are characterized by an element of asymmet-
ric learning, so that a worker’s current employer has better
information concerning the worker’s ability than do prospective
employers. As discussed above, Bernhardt [1995] develops a
model similar to ours but with asymmetric learning rather than
our symmetric learning. The extension we envision would blend
the two, producing several additional results such as the follow-
ing. First, as discussed above, asymmetric learning introduces an
additional reason why promotions are associated with large wage
increases. In addition, asymmetric learning means that a firm
should be more certain concerning the ability levels of workers
with high seniority, and this should translate into predictable
differences in the future outcomes of newly hired workers versus
those with long-term attachments. In fact, BGH find such a result:
for workers entering level 3 between 1970 and 1979, workers who
have been at the firm longer have a lower variance concerning the
highest level of the firm attained through subsequent promotions.

In summary, we feel the analysis in this paper demonstrates
that job assignment, on-the-job human-capital acquisition, and
symmetric learning are important building blocks for construct-
ing models of careers in organizations. However, incorporating
asymmetric learning and other elements such as incentives will
be important for extending our framework so that it more
accurately matches the wage and promotion dynamics inside
firms.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 1

A worker with effective ability h has expected output Eyj 5
dj 1 cjh in job j. The efficient task assignment is therefore job 1 if
h # h8, job 2 if h8 , h # h9, and job 3 if h9 , h. Competition among
firms yields both efficient task assignment and wages equal to
expected output: w 5 dj 1 cjh for the efficient job j.

QED

Proof of Proposition 2

The model has been constructed so that the argument in the
symmetric-learning case can parallel the argument in the full-
information case: wages again equal expected output each period,
now given the observed history from prior periods. Downward-
rigid contracts such as those in Harris and Holmstrom [1982] are
feasible here but have no benefits because workers are risk-
neutral. We compute a worker’s expected effective ability he in (3)
and then the worker’s expected output in job j as Eyj 5 dj 1 cjhe.
The linearity of the production function (2) is key here: with-
out linearity, expected output would not equal the output of a
worker known to have ability he. Finally, the fact that (2) reads
dj 1 cj (hit 1 eijt ) rather than dj 1 cjhit 1 eijt means that the signal
about ability that can be extracted from output—namely, zit 5
( yijt 2 dj )/cj 5 hit 1 eijt—does not vary in its signal-to-noise ratio as
a function of j. Thus, there is no way to use task assignment to
change the speed of learning about ability, so task assignment is
determined by current productive efficiency (i.e., maximizing
expected output this period), which in turn is solely a function of
the worker’s current expected effective ability.

QED

For expositional simplicity, the proofs of Corollaries 1 through
4 are presented in the following order: 3, 4, 1, 2.

Proof of Corollary 3

We first show that if uL f (x 1 1) , uH f (x) then uL f (x 1 2) ,
uH f (x 1 1). We do this by showing that f (x)/ f (x 1 1) increases in
x, so that f (x)/ f (x 1 1) , f (x 1 1)/ f (x 1 2), so that uL/uH ,
f (x)/ f (x 1 1) implies that uL/uH , f (x 1 1)/ f (x 1 2). Taking the
derivative of f (x)/ f (x 1 1) shows that this fraction is increasing in
x if f 8(x) f (x 1 1) . f (x) f 8(x 1 1), which holds because f (x) is
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increasing and concave. Therefore, uL f (x 1 1) , uH f (x) for any
x . x*.

For x , x*, we know that uL f (x 1 1) $ uH f (x), so any worker’s
expected effective ability must be higher when that worker has
x 1 1 periods of prior experience than when he or she has x.
Consequently, there can be no wage decreases or demotions.

For x $ x*, we show that there is a positive frequency of wage
decreases by showing that beliefs about innate ability can move
from arbitrarily close to uH to arbitrarily close to uL in one period.
Let zx denote the normalized output history (zit2x , . . . , zit21),
where we drop the subscript i on zx for simplicity. Let p 5

prob (u 5 uH 0zx ) be the probability that the worker has high innate
ability given zx. By Bayes’ rule,

(A1)

prob (u 5 uH 0zx, zit) 5
ph[zit 2 uH f (x)]

ph[zit 2 uH f (x)] 1 (1 2 p)h [zit 2 uL f (x)]
,

where h [·] is the density of eijt in (2), normal with mean 0 and
variance s2. But

(A2)
h [zit 2 uL f (x)]

h [zit 2 uH f (x)]
5 exp32

1

2s2
5[zit 2 uL f (x)]2 2 [zit 2 uH f (x)]264

5 exp32
1

2s2
522zit f (x)(uL 2 uH) 1 f (x)2(uL

2 2 uH
2 )64 ,

which is monotonically decreasing in zit, approaching 0 as
zit = ` and approaching infinity as zit = 2`. Therefore,
prob (u 5 uH 0zx, zit) approaches one as zit = ` and zero as zit = 2 `.
That is, a sufficiently strong signal can move the market’s belief
arbitrarily far.

Because a sufficiently strong signal can move the market’s
belief arbitrarily far and uL f (x 1 1) , uH f (x), wage decreases
occur with positive probability. If x is such that uL f (x 1 1) , h8 ,
uH f (x) or uL f (x 1 1) , h9 , uH f (x), then demotions also occur with
positive probability. Such demotions entail wage decreases: be-
cause h . h8 implies that d2 1 c2h . d1 1 c1h, we have (with some
abuse of notation) wit 5 d2 1 c2hx

e . d1 1 c1hx
e . d1 1 c1hx11

e 5 wx11,
and similarly for h . h9. Of course, the reverse is not true: because
there is learning, there may often be wage decreases that occur
without demotions.

QED
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Proof of Corollary 4

For simplicity, we consider workers in job 1; analogous
arguments apply to job 2. For workers with experience x, the
assumption in the corollary that 0 , p(w) , 1 can be restated as
uL f (x 1 1) , h8 , uH f (x 1 1). That is, a worker with x 1 1 periods
of experience remains in job 1 if the belief about her ability is
sufficiently pessimistic, but is promoted to job 2 (or 3) if this belief
if sufficiently optimistic.

Recall that the prior belief prob (u 5 uH 0zx ) at the beginning of
period t is denoted by p and that the updated belief
prob (u 5 uH 0zx, zit ) at the beginning of period t 1 1 is given in (A1).
For simplicity, we will sometimes write the updated belief as q.
Because the worker is assigned to job 1 in period t after x periods
of experience, we know that [ puH 1 (1 2 p)uL ] f (x) , h8. To be
promoted to job 2 (or 3) for period t 1 1, the worker’s performance
in period t, zit , must be sufficiently high that q $ p*x11, where
[ p*x11uH 1 (1 2 p*x11)uL ] f (x 1 1) 5 h8. That is, given p, zit must
satisfy

(A3)
p

p 1 (1 2 p)h [zit 2 uL f (x)]/h [zit 2 uH f (x)]
$ p*x11.

From (A2), h[zit 2 uL f (x)]/h[zit 2 uH f (x)] is monotonically decreas-
ing in zit . Hence, given p, there exists a critical value z*x11( p) such
that (A3) holds if and only if zit $ z*x11( p). That is, given past
performance, there exists a critical value of current performance
above which promotion occurs. From (A3), z*x11( p) decreases with
p. That is, the critical value of current performance above which
promotion occurs is lower if past performance has produced a
more optimistic belief about innate ability. Furthermore, the
conditional probability that zit exceeds an arbitrary cutoff z*
increases in p, because

(A4) prob(zit $ z* 0zx)

5 prob(zit $ z* 0zx, uH ) p 1 prob(zit $ z* 0zx, uL )(1 2 p)

5 prob[eijt $ z* 2 uH f (x)] p 1 prob[eijt $ z* 2 uL f (x)](1 2 p)

5 prob[eijt $ z* 2 uL f (x)]

1 p5prob[eijt $ z* 2 uH f (x)] 2 prob[eijt $ z* 2 uL f (x)]6,

where prob[eijt $ z* 2 uH f (x)] 2 prob[eijt $ z* 2 uL f (x)] . 0.
Because the critical value decreases in p and the probability that
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zit exceeds an arbitrary value increases in p, the probability of
promotion increases in p.

The prior belief p is monotonically related to the current
wage: w 5 d1 1 c1[ puH 1 (1 2 p)uL ] f (x). Thus, the critical value
of zit such that promotion occurs decreases in w. Furthermore, the
probability that zit exceeds an arbitrary cutoff increases in w. For
both of these reasons, the probability of promotion increases in w.

QED

Proof of Corollary 1

The corollary assumes that the worker is in job 1 for periods t
and t 1 1, but is silent about period t 1 2. We break the proof into
three cases: (1) uH f (x 1 2) # h8, so that promotion is impossible
after period t 1 1; (2) uL f (x 1 2) $ h8, so that promotion is
guaranteed after period t 1 1; and (3) uL f (x 1 2) , h8 ,
uH f (x 1 2), so that promotion is possible but not guaranteed after
period t 1 1.

In all three cases, we continue to use the notation above: p 5
prob(u 5 uH 0zx ), so that wit 5 d1 1 c1[ pu H 1 (1 2 p)uL ] f (x), and
q 5 prob(u 5 uH 0zx, zit ), so that wi,t11 5 d1 1 c1[quH 1 (1 2
q)uL ] f (x 1 1). Thus,

(A5) wi,t11 2 wit

5 c1[quH 1 (1 2 q)uL ] f (x 1 1) 2 c1[ puH 1 (1 2 p)uL ] f (x)

increases in q given p. In each case, therefore, we show that
E (wi,t12 2 wi,t11 0p,q) increases in q given p, and hence that
E (wi,t12 2 w i,t11 0wit , wi,t11 2 wit ) increases in wi,t11 2 wit given
wit . To express the wage wi,t12, we introduce one last piece of
notation: r 5 prob(u 5 uH 0zx, zit , zi,t11).

Case (1) is simple, because the worker is certain to be in job 1
for period t 1 2, so wi,t12 5 d1 1 c1[ruH 1 (1 2 r )uL ] f (x 1 2). But
beliefs are a martingale, so E (r 0q) 5 q. Thus, as of the beginning of
period t 1 1, the worker’s expected wage increase from t 1 1 to t 1
2 is simply the slope c1 times the expected increase in the worker’s
effective ability due to human-capital acquisition:

(A6) E (wi,t12 2 wi,t11 0wit , wi,t11 2 wit)

5 c1[quH 1 (1 2 q)uL ][ f (x 1 2) 2 f (x 1 1)],

which increases in q.
Case (2) involves one more step than case (1): the worker’s
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expected increase in effective ability from t 1 1 to t 1 2 is again
[quH 1 (1 2 q)uL ][ f (x 1 2) 2 f (x 1 1)], but now part of this in-
crease is rewarded at c1 and the rest at the higher slope c2. But
both of these effects favor workers with larger wage increases: the
expected increase in effective ability is larger, and more of this
increase is valued at the higher slope c2. To see this, let ht11

e 5

[quH 1 (1 2 q)uL ] f (x 1 1) denote the worker’s expected effective
ability at the beginning of period t 1 1. We know that ht11

e , h8

because the worker remains in job 1 for period t 1 1. Thus, the
expected increase in effective ability from t 1 1 to t 1 2 can be
written as all being rewarded at slope c2 except for the part from
ht11

e up to h8, which is rewarded at c1. That is,

(A7) E (wi,t12 2 wi,t11 0wit , wi,t11 2 wit )

5 c2[quH 1 (1 2 q)uL][ f (x 1 2) 2 f (x 1 1)] 2 (c2 2 c1)(h8 2 ht11
e ).

The first term increases in q, as in case (1), and h8 2 ht11
e decreases

in q.
Case (3) is another step more complicated than case (2),

because now it is not certain that the worker will be promoted for
period t 1 2. In this case, it is convenient to rearrange the terms
compared with (A7): the expected wage increase can be written as
the entire expected increase in effective ability rewarded at slope
c1, plus any increase above h8 rewarded at the incremental slope
(c2 2 c1). That is,

(A8) E (wi,t12 2 wi,t11 0wit , wi,t11 2 wit)

5 c1[quH 1 (1 2 q)uL][ f (x 1 2) 2 f (x 1 1)]

1 (c2 2 c1)E[ g(ht12) 0wit, wi,t11 2 wit),

where ht12 5 [ruH 1 (1 2 r)uL ] f (x 1 2) is the worker’s expected
effective ability at the beginning of period t 1 2 and g (ht12) 5

max50, ht12 2 h86. As in cases (1) and (2), the first term increases in
q. It therefore remains to show that E ( g (ht12) 0wit , wi,t11 2 wit ) 5

E ( g (ht12) 0p,q) increases in q given p.
Because g (ht12) is an increasing function, it suffices to show

first-order stochastic dominance: for any h* between uL f (x 1 2)
and uH f (x 1 2), prob(ht12 $ h* 0p,q) increases in q. Because ht12 5

[ruH 1 (1 2 r)uL ] f (x 1 2), it suffices to show that for any r* in
[0,1], prob(r $ r* 0 p,q) increases in q. The argument is analogous
to Corollary 4 but advanced one period, as follows.
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Given q, there exists z*x12(q) such that r 5 prob(u 5 uH 0zx, zit ,
zi,t11) $ r* if and only if zi,t11 $ z*x12(q). The critical value z*x12(q)
decreases in q. Furthermore, the conditional probability that zi,t11

exceeds an arbitrary cutoff z* increases in q. For these two
reasons, the probability that zi,t11 exceeds the critical value
increases in q.

QED

Proof of Corollary 2

The worker has zero periods of experience, so wit 5 d1 1
c1[ p0uH 1 (1 2 p0)uL ] f (0). We assumed in subsection III.A that
uH f (1) , h8, so every worker spends at least two periods in job 1.
Thus, the next wage will be wi,t11 5 d1 1 c1[q0uH 1 (1 2 q0)uL ]
f (1), where q0 denotes prob(u 5 uH 0zit ). The wage change wi,t11 2
wit therefore increases in q0 given p0.

Because of human-capital acquisition, the worker will eventu-
ally be promoted to job 2. The lowest experience at which
promotion can occur is x 8H (defined in subsection III.B as the lowest
value of x such that uH f (x) . h8). Recall from Corollary 4 that a
worker with experience x 8H will not be in job 1 if the belief p 5
prob(u 5 uH 0zx ) at x 5 x 8H exceeds the critical value p* that solves
[ p*uH 1 (1 2 p*) uL ] f (x 8H ) 5 h8. Part (i) of the corollary claims
that the probability that a worker with experience x 8H will not be
in job 1 is an increasing function of the first wage change, wi,t11 2
wit . So it suffices to show that the probability that p exceeds p* is
increasing in q0. But this is a special case of Corollary 4, extended
to allow an arbitrary number of periods between the realization of
q0 after one period of experience and the assessment of whether
p $ p* after x 8H periods of experience.

Part (ii) invokes a new assumption: that demotions are
impossible. Under this assumption, the workers who are not in job
1 at any given date are precisely those who have been promoted by
that date. That is, no workers are promoted earlier but then
reassigned to job 1 on the date in question. Recall that a worker
with experience x is not in job 1 if p 5 prob(u 5 uH 0z x ) $ p*x , where
[ p*xuH 1 (1 2 p*x)uL ] f (x) 5 h8. Thus, the probability that a worker
with experience x and first wage change wi,t11 2 wit is not in job 1
is prob( p $ px* 0q0). This probability increases in q0, for the same
reasons as given in part (i). Thus, considering all the experience
levels x from x 8H to x 8L , the cumulative probability of promotion
prob( p $ p*x 0q0) is higher at every x for a higher value of q0, in the
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sense of first-order stochastic dominance. Hence, the expected
date of promotion is lower for a higher value of q0.

QED
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